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How are AoKs different from WoKs?

Paradigms & the Areas
of Knowledge
Information adapted from Richard van de Lagemaat's Paradigms Chapter in the Theory of
Knowledge for the IB Diploma, Cambridge University Press, 2006.

What are AoKs?

The Ways of Knowing in TOK are the
tools that answer the question “how do
I/we know?” We use them to create
methods and investigate content in the
Areas of Knowledge
The Areas of Knowledge are the
collective products of the application of
our Ways of Knowing.

What is a Paradigm?

Because the majority of knowledge in
the AoKs is shared (rational) knowledge,
AoKs always require some common
understandings within the area.

A set of interrelated ideas for
making sense of one or more
aspects of reality.

Paradigms provide a common springboard for knowers’ investigations, a
common reality from which to start
questioning, apply methods, and to seek
personal knowledge.

From the Greek word paradeigma,
meaning ‘pattern’

Examples - Natural Sciences
Physics – Newtonian paradigm;
system of physics developed by
Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727)
Chemistry – Atomic paradigm
Biology – Evolutionary paradigm

Model of reality; a framework for
understanding something

Examples - Mathematics
Euclidean paradigm - based on
the axioms of the geometry of
Euclid (~300BCE), who took
various geometrical insights and
showed how they could be
derived from 5 axioms which he
believed were self-evident

What are AoKs?
IB ToK identifies 8 Areas of Knowledge:
(1) Mathematics
(5) The Arts
(2) Natural Sciences (6) Ethics
(3) Human Sciences (7) Religious KS
(4) History
(8) Indigenous KS
You can have both shared and personal
Knowledge in all of these.

What is a Paradigm?
Term was first used to describe
wide-ranging scientific theories, but
we can speak of paradigms usefully
in other areas of knowledge as well.
Competing paradigms may exist in
each area of knowledge.

Examples – Human Sciences
Blank slate paradigm – mind
starts out blank; heredity plays
little role in determining human
personality
Keynesian/Marxist/Laissez-faire
economic paradigms
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Examples – History
Victors’ paradigm – History should be
written by the victors (traditional)
Marxist paradigm – History is the
story of human exploitation
Populist paradigm – History should
include the perspective of the less
influential, everyday people

Examples – Religious KS

Examples – The Arts
Realist paradigm – the
purpose of art is to copy
reality

Utilitarian paradigm – ethics is
about maximizing happiness

Utilitarian paradigm – the
purpose of art is enjoyment

Deontological paradigm –
ethics is about adhering to
our duty (The means justify the ends)

SO many more… Think ‘styles’

Examples – Indigenous KS

Judeo-Christian paradigm –
nature of life & reality is
defined by God

Aboriginal paradigms – cultural
beliefs are connected to land and
spiritual paradigms

Hindu-Buddhist paradigm –
nature of life & reality is
defined by karma

Every culture that is connected to a
geographic area represents a
paradigm unto itself potentially

Knowledge Filters
While paradigms help us to organize our
beliefs into meaningful patterns, they
can also trap us into a particular way of
looking at things (always interpreting
through paradigms; tinted glass/lenses)
In this respect, we can see cultures as
paradigms, since they provide maps of
meaning to make sense of reality.

Examples – Ethics

(The ends justify the means)

Four Master Paradigms
Four General Approaches: Different AoKs have
different general models of making sense of
the world:

Deductive System (Logic & Math)
Scientific Theory (Nat & Hum Sciences)
Narrative (History & Literature)
Style (The Visual/3D & Performing Arts)

“Conventions” & Paradigms
Conventions are universally accepted
rules followed within an AoK to
facilitate the creation and evaluation
of knowledge within the field.
These rules have been developed
from a paradigm and are generally
bound by it.

Conventional Thinking & Wisdom
Conventional thinking is examining a
situation and sorting through problems
via the paradigm. Thinking within the
box, so to speak.
Conventional Wisdom is the collective
set of beliefs and explanations for
regularly occurring phenomena in an
AoK. Wisdom drawn from an AoK’s
professional community.
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Paradigm Shifts
Paradigm shifts occur when an older
paradigm fails to address newly discovered
phenomena, and there is a new one to
replace it.
These shifts do not happen easily, since they
must effectively address, reconcile and/or
augment (and sometimes correct)
conventional thinking/wisdom. ‘Letting go’
Alternatively, they may become a
complementary paradigm to an existing one.

Paradigms Review
What is a ‘paradigm?’
Identify ONE paradigm in ONE AoK.
What are ‘complementary’ and
‘competing’ paradigms?
What poses a problem in using
paradigms?
What is ‘conventional thinking?’
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